WALKIN’ ROUND IN WOMEN’S UNDERWEAR

Choreographers: Annette & Frank Woodruff
Music: Bob Rivers CD “I am Santa Claus”, track 2 or mp3 from choreographers.
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INTRODUCTION

1 - 2 Wait;;
3 Apart Point;
4 Together Touch to SCP

PART A

1 - 2 2 Forward-2-steps;;
3 - 4 BFLY Box;;
5 Vine 3;
6 Wrap in 3;
7 - 8 Circle Away & Tog;;
9 Lace Across;
10 Around to BFLY;
11 Lace Across;
12 Around to BFLY;
13 Vine 3;
14 Wrap in 3;
15-16 Circle 4 to BFLY;;

PART B

1 Face to Face;
2 Back to Back;
3 - 4 Door 2x;;
5 Scissor thru checking;
6 Back Side Thru to SCP;
7 Cut back 2x;
8 Dip Back & Recover;

ENDING

1 - 2 Circle away in 2 2-steps;;
3 - 4 Strut Tog in 4 to BFLY;;
5 - 6 Circle away in 2 2-steps;;
7 - 8 Strut Tog in 4 to BFLY;;
9 Lunge Side

Annette & Frank Woodruff.
Footwork: Opposite except where indicated (W’s footwork in parentheses)
Rhythm: Two-step